
KLOUDIP
Telematics solutions that bring

businesses beyond black and white



plug and play tracker

Installed in five minutes

Used to charge your mobile devices

Can be shared among many vehicles

Dual Dash Camera

Watch driving style of guest drivers

Check passengers and road 

Replay movements for the past day

tyre pressure sensor

Proper pressure saves fuel 

You feel safer on the roads 

Even wear of tyres guaranteed

Door opening sensor

Unauthorised access alerts 

Always sure you've locked the door

Engine immobilised when it happens

engine immobiliser

Stolen vehicles won't go anywhere

One-click remote engine stop 

Auto-stop when leaving certain area

passenger cars 
We connect private cars and corporate vehicles for employee

transportation. You know where your cars are and have been,

protect them from thieves, and ensure cost-effective driving.

The flagship FMS solution brings hardware to

your vehicles and a monitoring system to your

office. You start with location detection,

routing, geofences and add extra features,

apps, and sensors by your choice.



Mobile CCTV camera

Watch driving style from the office

Analyse accidents. Unbiasedly 

Match video with monitoring data

tyre pressure sensor

Proper pressure saves fuel

You feel safer on the roads

Even wear of tyres guaranteed

Fuel level sensor

Tells the exact volume of fuel filled

Detects fuel thefts

Sealed not to be damaged by drivers

GPS tracker

The core of telematics solution 

Hidden not to be damaged by drivers

Knows all your vehicle movements

Wireless sensors

Track transportation conditions

Report changes in real time

Ensure that cargo arrives unspoiled

Door opening sensor

Triggers unauthorised access alerts

Seals your cargo through GPS

Leaves thieves with nothing

Trucks and vans
We connect transport vehicles and cargo. You prevent cargo

from being stolen and damaged, ensure timely delivery, and

raise client satisfaction.  

The flagship FMS solution brings hardware to

your vehicles and a monitoring system to your

office. You start with location detection,

routing, geofences and add extra features,

apps, and sensors by your choice.

AXle load sensors

Eases excess wear due to overload

Keeps unauthorised goods outside

Prevents cargo thefts during trips



Mobile CCTV camera

Watch driving style from the office

Analyse accidents. Unbiasedly

Match video with monitoring data

tyre pressure sensor

Proper tyre pressure saves fuel

Passengers feel safer on the roads

No idling due to early tyre wear

RFID reader

Allows for exact passenger counting

Identifies people in corporate buses

Optimizes passenger logistics

Passenger transportation
We interconnect people and transport. You get life-time

passengers, raise their satisfaction, and ensure cost-saving

operation.

The flagship FMS solution brings hardware to

your vehicles and a monitoring system to your

office. You start with location detection,

routing, geofences and add extra features,

apps, and sensors by your choice.

Fuel level sensor

Tells the exact volume of fuel filled

Detects fuel thefts

Sealed not to be damaged by drivers

GPS tracker

The core of telematics solution 

Hidden not to be damaged by drivers

Knows where your buses are



Mobile CCTV camera

Watch machinery from the office

Analyse accidents. Unbiasedly

Match video with monitoring data

tyre pressure sensor

Proper tyre pressure saves fuel

Passengers feel safer on the roads

No idling due to early tyre wear

Fuel level sensor

Tells the exact volume of fuel filled

Detects fuel thefts

Sealed not to be damaged by drivers

AXle load sensors

Detects thefts during transportation

Prevents breakdowns due to overload

Shows empty rides

GPS tracker

The core of telematics solution

Hidden not to be damaged by drivers

Knows where your buses are

Door opening sensor

Triggers unauthorised access alerts

Seals your cargo through GPS

Leaves thieves with nothing

sensors and counters

Calculate work by engine hours

Angle sensors for rigs and blocks

Rotations sensors for ready mix

Construction machinery
We connect heavy machinery, diesel generators, and

construction sites. You know how, where, and by whom they are

used.

The flagship FMS solution brings hardware to

your vehicles and a monitoring system to your

office. You start with location detection,

routing, geofences and add extra features,

apps, and sensors by your choice.



get over black and white approach 

on KLOUDSKY app market 



With Solutions for 300+ business tasks



Driver behavior monitoring

KLOUD-Circumspector app controls
the quality of driving within your fleet
to prolong vehicle life, reduce fuel
costs, and ensure road safety.

Control your drivers

Public transportation management

KLOUD-SHUTTLE mobile app shows
passengers the location, routes, and
real-time schedules of public
transport connected to KLOUDIP.

connect your buses

iot sensors and electricity tracing

HAZER app tracks any utility,
industrial, or IoT sensors you can
imagine and displays them on your
laptop or smartphone.

connect your assets



corporate car booking

KLOUD-GOFER app for corporate
passenger transport automates
vehicle booking, assignment, and
payments to drivers.

Manage corporate cars

Remote vehicle maintenance

KLOUD-HEED is a one-stop app to
automate vehicle maintenance
within your fleet, track related
expenses, and  analyze fleet health.

Maintain vehicles

logistics and distribution

KLOUD-Distribution automates
order management, routing, and
delivery. It offers dispatching for
offices and navigation for drivers.

Set up logistics



more on kloudip.com


